
Local government should remember the
interests of the taxpayers

Much of our political debate is about refugees, economic migrants, people on
benefits and in poverty. It is about cultural attitudes, the use of language,
the abuse of power and the need to reduce inequalities. These are important
matters, and most of us want to work away at reducing poverty, alleviating
suffering and reducing community conflicts.

It is also important on the eve of local elections to remember that democracy
is also the system by which we appoint Councillors to run services for us, to
spend taxpayers money wisely and to assist us in our daily lives. Beneath all
the sound and fury of national politics, claims of malfeasance and arguments
over net zero we do need sometimes to discuss what Councils can achieve to
make the  lives better for all who pay their own way, work hard for family
and community and who seek to do the right thing.

There are three things Councils do that are experienced by all voters. They
impose a Council tax on us. They collect our refuse and recycling. They
provide a network of roads and paths free at the point of use as monopoly
provider. There is too  little  talk about these.

Keeping the Council Tax down should be a prime aim. This can be done by
limiting the  number of policies and areas of intervention to the essential.
Councils do not need to run leisure, sporting facilities  and entertainment
in competition with private companies doing the same.   They do not not need
large direct works departments where contractors can do a cheaper and better
job.  It can be done by driving efficiency and higher quality throughout the
main service areas. This is especially necessary where they have a monopoly
over provision. They need to control the size of the overhead.

Providing a first class refuse and recycling service is important. There
should be a minimum standard of weekly collection, with shorter gaps in
service in large urban areas especially in summer. The more they can do to
recycle in a way which cuts landfill costs and adds to revenue from the
recycled product or energy generated, the better.

Everyone who goes out daily has regular experience of the roads and
pavements. Too many Councils seek to drive the car, delivery lorry and
service sector van off the road. We are affronted by a growing array of 
differential and frequently changing speed limits, light controlled junctions
with long built in delays, priority lanes, badly designed intersections and a
galaxy of road signs and painted instructions on the carriageway. There are
even more restrictions and complications should you wish to park your vehicle
other than at home.

They insist on putting main service pipes and cables under the middle of main
roads to maximise the inconvenience of repairing and upgrading them by
closing all or part of the highway to do so. Bad Councils spend a small
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fortune on regular and incremental changes to reduce the flow of traffic. 
Hours of time are lost in jams and slow moving traffic. The single biggest
annoyance mainstream voters have with Councils is their collective refusal to
improve junctions to smooth flows, to tailor capacity to need and to see that
good roads are crucial to getting food to shops, patients to hospitals, fire
engines to fires, children to school and many of us to work. We have just
witnessed the commuter rebellion against the return to five days a week in
the office. This is a protest against the railways and the road system. Good
Councils improve roads and recognise the need for less congestion. That
improves safety and reduces pollution. Keeping people safe must include
having some roads for through traffic that work and do not mix cars with
pedestrians.

The Queen’s speech – Conservative Home
article
Let’s have a Conservative Queen’s speech
         It is a sobering thought that the Queen’s speech on 10 May this year
provides the government with the last opportunity to lay out a programme of
work that can be up and running by the time of the next election. The two
year preoccupation with covid took energy and resources that the government
would like to have applied to its central agenda. It needs to show how a post
Brexit UK can flourish and prosper, and how Conservative policies can offer
hope and success to many people who voted for levelling up. Now is the time
to be bold and ambitious for the UK, country and  people.
          Central to the task is to show how Brexit opens up opportunities
and freedoms. We hear there will be legislative space to amend and repeal 
some of the many rules and laws we have kept from our membership of the EU.
At the time they were passed the UK often wanted substantial changes or would
have been happier with no EU law at all. We need a strong piece of
legislation which shows left to ourselves we can regulate better and
legislate less. We want high standards of safety, animal welfare and
employment conditions, but we do not  need as  much economic regulation and
limitations on innovation and competition that many prescriptive EU rules
entail. Let us have our own data regime, our own system for ensuring medicine
safety, our own approach to innovation in farming and the rest that can flow
from freedom. The EU  Ports regulation, opposed by all UK interested parties,
should be repealed.
           At the Treasury we need a new framework for economic management.
The attempt to tweak the Maastricht framework that delivered us austerity
with its controls over debt and deficit has so far not produced a good new
approach. I propose the government has two targets. It should pledge to 2%
inflation and seek average 2% growth. The government needs to adopt the
current Bank inflation target as its own. For all those who think the current
inflation is the result of capacity shortages particularly in energy and food
it is obvious government needs to take some responsibility and put in
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policies which expand our domestic supply. Those who think money creation has
something to do with it  want the Treasury bound in because they sign off on
the Quantitative easing that prints the extra cash. The Treasury should want
a growth target to drive work across Whitehall seeking to raise productivity
and investment to raise the rate. 2% is higher than we achieved over the last
decade.  The Treasury needs a VAT reform bill to take VAT off things that do
not deserve it like domestic energy and to simplify its structure.
           The Environment Department needs a bill to stop ultra large
foreign trawlers taking too many fish and damaging our fishing grounds. The
fishing legislation should include a bigger programme to rebuild a   UK
fishing fleet of sea going trawlers. The aim should be to catch less overall
in UK waters but for many more of the fish caught to be landed in the UK by
our own industry. The Agriculture section of the department needs a Food self
sufficiency bill. The aim should be to restore the lost market share of home
grown fruit and vegetables, meat and dairy, and other temperate products.
There needs to be appropriate subsidy for food production, with the emphasis
on promoting more investment in modern machinery, smart farming and glass and
polytunnel acres to extend the growing season. The Environment Department
needs to understand that the net zero revolution it wants needs plenty more
electrical generating capacity and a range of new electrical products that
people think are better than the fossil fuel ones they will replace. It needs
to work with the Business department to make this practical and popular.
           The Business department needs to major on more domestic energy
production. It may need a bill to simplify and clarify current regulatory
approaches. The Bill should include all necessary powers to allow landowners
and local communities to participate in the turnover or profits of onshore
gas, oil and mineral extractions. No-one should be made to have these, but
all should be eligible for incentives so we do produce more. The Energy
department has revealed that using our own gas brings a big cut in carbon
dioxide emissions compared to imported LNG which adds to the case to get on
with it. Using our own means more money for local communities and an
avalanche of extra tax revenue for the state. The more we import the more
energy tax we send abroad.
          The Health department needs to concentrate on getting  value for
all that extra cash put into it. The NHS needs more doctors, nurses,
treatments and appointments, but it needs fewer quangos, chief executives and
complex trust structures. It could do with a more precise safety and
reporting regime. The social care policy development has concentrated on
payment and financial responsibility. We also need to consider the quality of
care and the balance of options for those who need it. These matters mainly
need better management, following recent legislation. It is likely, however,
that the government will need more powers in the jungle of semi independent
bodies to try to find a way through. Getting waiting lists down is a central
priority. For too many people needing care and treatment but not needing
emergency care they face a long wait. A short Bill with essential measures to
help create more health  capacity and to offer sufficient choices for those
in need of long term  care may be needed.
           The Welfare department has a recently remodelled scheme for the
main benefit, Universal Credit. It has had to suspend for one year the
promised triple lock for the State retirement pension. It needs to ensure
going forward the pension is fair and reflects the pledge, with just  the



extreme of earnings growth in recovery year smoothed out. For Universal
Credit there may need to be further changes to make it even more worthwhile
to work, and there may need to be other changes to make it easier for people
to get jobs from welfare. There is joint work to be done with Housing to help
people where homelessness or poor housing gets in the way of getting a job.
           The government believes in the Union. The Northern Ireland
Protocol is a threat to both the Union and to the Good Friday Agreement. The
government must legislate to instruct our customs officials that goods bound
from GB to Northern Ireland will pass with no additional checks under our own
domestic system of control. The legislation should assure the Republic and EU
that we will police the traders to ensure none of these products are sent on
to the Republic.
             The Trade department may need legislation to implement the
various trade deals that are now being negotiated at pace with places around
the world.  Our own trade system should be streamlined further  to reduce
border delays.
            Much of the work that needs to be done is in securing better
value and more purpose from the huge sums in the budgets.  Levelling up will
need billions of private sector investment and sufficient freedoms and
opportunities for many people who want to get on in the world from modest
backgrounds. This requires a low tax pro enterprise society. It needs a can
do attitude from government to show everyone what can be done by being
positive. Government needs to trust the people more and resort to rule making
less. This Queen’s speech needs to set that tone.

Ministers should insist on a revision
of aims for government

In this civil service led government the aims are to preserve the EU legal
framework, promote net zero in all things, keep obedient and good relations
with all international  bodies, allow quangos to take most of the decisions
and bind U.K. defence, resilience and economic activity into the  European
model.

Some Ministers welcome this. The Treasury runs on rephrased Maastricht rules
and pays up for all the bills to the EU and foreign governments and bodies
without ever pushing  back on them. The Business department until the recent
Ministerial led change of energy policy got on with running down U.K.
industry and energy to cut domestic CO 2 only to import more. The defence
department joined many procurement and deployment systems with allies leaving
the U.K. unable to arm herself easily in case of need.

We now need a reset for the new world we face. The USA, the EU, China and
other important players are promoting more self sufficiency and less reliance
on imports. The world is splitting into two large informal blocs, a
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democratic state one led by the USA and an autocratic one led by China. In
this world the U.K. needs to follow policies which strengthen our national
resilience and draws us closer to allies we can trust.The 5 Eyes grouping is
central to our future, just as NATO is crucial to our defence.

The U.K. needs a strategy to ensure we have all the technologies and
capabilities we need to feed ourselves, to defend ourselves and to keep the
lights on. The policy of binding our energy system into  an EU one when the
continent is chronically short of oil and gas was a bad idea.The growth of
dependence on continental food was short sighted.The shedding of core
industrial activities like steel making, ceramics and aluminium was unwise.

The new national security policy has to be based on the perception that we
need to do more for ourselves. The Ukraine war should be a wake up call to
how vulnerable the European  continent is if it loses access to Russian gas
and Ukrainian food.

Why Ministers struggle to run
government

The civil service has been used over many years to running the U.K. as a
subject state of the European Union. It has given them a growing and activist
agenda of legislation covering an ever  widening range of areas. The civil
service busied Ministers with trying to negotiate minor changes to the EU
wishes. Parliament has been told to legislate a vast amount of derived law,
with the civil service drafting complex and long versions of the initiating
Directives and telling Ministers that was necessary to avoid infraction
proceedings against the  U.K. in the European Court. Much of it went through
as long and complex unamendable secondary legislation under the authority of
the European Communities Act.
The Treasury ran economic policy on the EU austerity model. They dictated tax
and spend policy from the Maastricht debt and deficit controls. The EU’s
extensive net zero policy overarched energy, industrial and environment
policy. Governments usually went along with these extensive directives. They
either adopted the aims as their own or denied anything significant was
happening.

Now we are out there is clear evidence that many civil servants still seek to
keep Ministers and government aligned with EU policy. There is a reluctance
or inability to grasp the opportunity Brexit offers. Ministers  need to set
new aims and insist on repeals and amendments to the EU ways. The U.K. needs
 to be far more flexible and innovative. The civil service has been
disappointing in implementing Ministerial wishes to resolve the lop sided and
unfair EU interpretation of the Northern Ireland Protocol, and the policy to
end illegal cross Channel migration as a couple of examples. We need a new
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Union of purpose between civil servants and Ministers to shape an independent
policy.

A written response from the Department
of Health and Social Care

I have received the below written answer from the Department of Health and
Social Care:

The Department of Health and Social Care has provided the following answer to
your written parliamentary question (91818):

Question:
To ask the Secretary of State for Health and Social Care, if he will publish
the evidential basis supporting the decision to move to covid-19 Plan B.
(91818)

Tabled on: 13 December 2021

Answer:
Maggie Throup:

Prior to the move to Plan B on 8 December 2021, the available data at that
time suggested that the confirmed prevalence and transmission of cases of the
Omicron variant was high. The Government evaluated a range of emerging
evidence and metrics including those discussed in the Scientific Advisory
Group on Emergencies’ meetings 97 to 101 and associated meetings, such as
meetings of the New and Emerging Respiratory Virus Threats Advisory Group,
the Scientific Pandemic Influenza Group on Modelling, Operational sub-group,
the COVID-19 Clinical Information Network and the Environmental Modelling
Group. These meetings were minuted and published on GOV.UK. Data from the
COVID-19 dashboard was also assessed, including the Office for National
Statistics’ population survey, the UK Health Security Agency’s vaccine
coverage and effectiveness data, National Health Service data, rates of
positive tests and international data.

The answer was submitted on 28 Apr 2022 at 12:00.
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